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Operationalizing Data to Enable Product Traceability  
and Real-Time Inventory Management  

 

Challenges  

Our client is one of the world leading OEM manufacturers of automotive meters and instruments 
for many of the world’s largest automobile and motorcycle brands and has been faced with 
numerous traceability and inventory management issues in their manufacturing facility in Vietnam. 
Its customers continue to put more pressure on our client to provide better production updates and 
to improve product quality. Assembling multiple parts and components of motorcycle meters, our 
client requires precise real-time data of the production process, inventory flow to be extracted for 
management use and warehouse management.   

The manufacturer faced three key issues in its production and warehouse:  

• No Real-time Visibility on the Motorcycle Meters Assembly Lines: All the information from 
the motorcycle production lines were being captured manually on the whiteboards every 
hour, and any data would need to be recorded manually into the production report by the 
end of the day. Therefore, production manager did not have real time data on the production 
output.  

• No Product Traceability in Terms of Parts and Components Movement Internally and Across 
Departments: Since there was no system available to track and process the inventory flow 
internally, all of the information related to the parts and semi-finished goods movement 
was being manually recorded and monitored entirely based on papers and sign-offs. This 
created more rooms for mistakes during the parts request and exchange process. Likewise, 
our client was unable to trace back the faulty parts origin, whenever there were quality 
issues or returned finished goods.  

• Difficulties Managing Inventory Import and Export Within the Warehouse: The existing 
process of inventory import and export management was extremely lengthy and heavily 
manual based. For every new stock arrival, the warehouse staff had to manually count each 
item and container to ensure they had received the correct quantity, and then record the 
information on paper. This process would take up a significant amount hours before the 
stock could be checked into the warehouse. Similarly, for the inventory export, the existing 
inventory management system was unable to track the exact location and rack where the 
parts and components were ultimately stored in the warehouse. Therefore, the entire parts 
request, replacement and inventory export processes depended entirely on paper records 
and manual navigation for stock picking. This made the entire inventory management 
process extremely difficult and time consuming for the manufacturer.  
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Process  

Through the consultation process, our software team worked closely with the engineers and senior 
management of our client to understand all the issues that they were facing within their motorcycle 
meters production lines and warehouses.  In addition, a key focus was how our client could quickly 
get real-time visibility of its entire production process to enable product traceability and enhance 
the inventory management process and product quality.  

Our team of experts worked on the following areas: 

• Implement Barcode Scanning to Track the Production Process: We implemented the 
arc.opsTM Barcode/RFID integration module on the assembly lines. Every part and semi-
finished good now had a barcode, and operators would have to scan the barcode every time 
they started or finished a job. The operators will not be able to start a step, if they pick the 
wrong parts or components. This significantly reduced the number of errors on the assembly 
lines and improved the finished goods’ quality. 

• Develop Dashboards for Visualization on the Production Lines: With the implementation of 
the arc.opsTM Dashboard Designer module, the production manager was not only able to 
move away from paper record, but also track and visualize all of the production KPIs in 
real-time.  

• Implement Barcode Scanning to Track and Manage the Parts and Components Movement 
Internally: With the implementation of the arc.opsTM Inventory Management module and 
barcode scanning system, every stock and rack were now tracked with a barcode. 
Warehouse staff had to scan the stock and rack barcode during the picking and storing 
processes. The staff would be able to easily pick the correct items based on the matching 
barcodes. Therefore, this significantly reduced the picking error, inventory loss, and 
substantially optimized the warehouse management and stock checking procedures. 

• Digitalize the Inventory Management Using Web Applications: We developed the web 
interfaces for inventory management in order for warehouse staff and the manager to easily 
input, track and monitor the inventory import and export activities digitally, and trace back 
any historical transactions.  This eventually enabled the warehouse team to go paperless.  

With Arcstone’s modular arc.opsTM platform that allows for maximum customization without 
compromising on speed and quality of delivery, we took only 6 months from the first consultation 
to project delivery. This reflects Arcstone’s commitment for time-effective consultation and 
implementation.  
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Results 

Because Arcstone’s solutions are fully modular and customizable, our client is able to employ 
specific functions that Arcstone provides alongside its existing software platforms and 
infrastructure without causing any disruptions to the existing process. The client was satisfied with 
Arcstone’s platform and has standardized its production and warehouse operations with our 
solutions as a new norm. Some tangible results of Arcstone’s solutions to the client include: 

• Eliminated the error rate of picking wrong parts from assembly lines down to zero from 5% 
originally, which significantly improved the product quality.  

• Substantially reduced the time to manually count, process and record the inventory import 
and export activities. Prior to the implementation of the web interfaces and barcode 
systems, it took warehouse staff at least 2 hours to complete manual stock checking for 
every purchase order. Now the entire stock checking process takes only 10 – 15 minutes.      

• With the digitalization of the production lines and paperless record, supervisors are now 
able to not only track the entire production process in real-time, but also respond quickly 
to customer requests for production updates.  

 

 

 

                             About 

Arcstone was founded to revolutionize the way data is utilized in enterprises. Giving purposes 

and meaning to data is fundamental in bringing an enterprise closer together. We provide 

management and workers an intuitive and powerful solution for running their day-to-day 

operations while also being able to forecast and plan for future growth.  
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